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MINUTES 

PLANNING BOARD 

BOROUGH OF NEW PROVIDENCE 

TUESDAY, MAY 14, 2013 

 

 

A. CALL TO ORDER 8:00 p.m.  Vice Chairman Keane chaired the meeting in the            

       absence of Chairman Lesnewich. 

 

B. PUBLIC NOTICE: This is a Public Meeting of the Planning Board of the Borough of   

  New Providence, County of Union, State of New Jersey. Adequate  

  notice of this meeting has been given in accordance with Public  

   Law 1975, Chapter 231, in that an Annual Notice or Revision was  

  made in conformance with Section 13 of the Act. 

 

C. ROLL CALL:  Present:  Gene Castagna, Matthew Cumiskey, Armand Galluccio,   

    Dan Henn, John Keane, Robert Sartorius and Alan Lowenstein.      

    Absent:  Mayor Hern and Chairman Lesnewich.  Also present:        

    Keith Lynch, Director of Planning and Development; Susan Gruel, 

             Borough Planner; Paul Niehoff, Borough Engineer; John Jahr,        

    Borough Traffic Consultant; William Robertson, Board Attorney;   

     and Margaret Koontz, Secretary. 

 

D. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 

 

E. PUBLIC HEARING 

 

Seyfo Hawi Realty, LLC, 65 South Street, Block 171, Lot 24, Central Commercial District 

      Preliminary and final major site plan & minor subdivision, variance and design                     

      waiver/exception approval to construct a 7-Eleven store with associated site improvements. 

 

Vice Chairman Keane announced that the Chairman and Mayor were unable to attend the 

hearing but will read the transcript so they will be eligible to participate in future hearings and 

vote on the application.   

 

Messrs. Henn and Sartorius read the transcript for the hearing on April 9, 2013, and signed 

affidavits attesting to such.  Both are eligible to participate in the hearing and vote on the 

application. 

 

Jason Tuvel, Gibbons P.C, attorney for the applicant, recapped the previous hearing on April 

9, 2013, which concluded with testimony from the engineer, Mr. Palus.  Mr. Palus had a 
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conflict and was unable to attend the hearing but will be at the next hearing to answer 

questions from the Board’s professionals.   

 

Charles Dietz, previously sworn in on April 9, 2013, and accepted as a professional architect, 

presented revised floor plans for 7-Eleven that address the Board’s concerns about the tinted 

windows on South Street and the south side of the tower.  The revised floor plan and 

elevation for 7-Eleven (Sheets A-1 and A-2) dated May 23, 2013, were marked as Exhibit A-

12, May 14, 2013.  Mr. Dietz consulted with 7-Eleven and reoriented the coolers to the rear 

wall with a smaller cooler by the north window on South Street so that all of the windows on 

South Street and in the tower are visible and provide clear visibility into the store. The clear 

windows now conform to the Design Standards.  The aisles are oriented to permit a direct 

line of site from the windows to the cashier.   

 

A color rendering of the three facades from South Street including the bank was marked as 

Exhibit A-13, May 14, 2013.  The articulated base course of 7-Eleven has been changed to 

meet the Design Standards.  It now wraps all the way around to Barth’s Market where it is 

18” high and extends all the way to the front door.  The building has been raised by one foot 

to accommodate the coursing.  Mr. Dietz recalculated the façade allotment for EFIS and it is 

exactly 20% not 26% as presented at the prior hearing so it also complies with the Design 

Standards.  The frame around the sign band has been increased and vertical elements have 

been added.  The increase in the height of the building has pushed the awnings up a foot so 

they match the bottom of Barth’s awnings for continuity.  The awnings are not detrimental or 

hazardous to pedestrians.  7-Eleven would like to keep the 4’ x 4’ blade sign which requires a 

variance or waiver for the 6” mounting bracket. 

 

Mr. Dietz reviewed the upgrades to the bank as described in his testimony on April 9, 2013.  

The bottom rendering of Exhibit A-13, May 14, 2013, shows the full rendering as requested 

by the Board.  The building will be clad and will have a base, middle and capital, new colors, 

decorative trim and a rake roof that better matches 7-Eleven.  Articulation around the 

windows has been added but the windows remain the same.   

 

Mr. Dietz addressed the Board’s question from the previous hearing about whether the color 

of the building materials will fade.   The materials have a 15-year warranty if installed 

properly.  The stone material is warranted up to 50 years.  

 

Mr. Dietz responded to questions from the Board.  The inch space between 7-Eleven and 

Barth’s should not be a problem.  The buildings have separate footings.  If approved, the 

engineer will make a site visit to ensure that there is no damage to Barth’s.  There will be 

some settlement of 7-Eleven, but the design will account for this.  Mr. Tuvel noted that the 

zoning and planning components of the building are compliant.  The awnings are 

approximately 8’ high from the grass and even higher from the sidewalk because of the grade 

and are 3’ away from the grass and landscaping so there is more than enough clearance to the 
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awnings.  While the coolers have been moved, an entrance in front is not possible because of 

the 36” drop in the grade on the site plus a door in the corner tower or front which is blocked 

by aisles creates a loss-prevention issue.  In addition, a front entrance would require stairs and 

an ADA-compliant ramp with hand rails that would run across half of the building as well as 

a re-design so that the cash registers face the door.  Mr. Dietz added that retailers do not like 

multiple entrances.  Mr. Dietz believes most customers would use the door off of the parking 

lot even if there were a front door.  The blade sign does not extend over the sidewalk and the 

store’s maintenance crew would be responsible for removing snow/ice on the sign.  7-Eleven 

does not plan to locate product close to the windows which would block visibility. 

 

Mr. Neihoff asked if Mr. Dietz looked at other configurations.  Mr. Dietz said that Mr. Palus 

was responsible for the orientation of the building which was been moved forward from the 

original plan.  The orientation of the building is constrained by the topography and 0% fill 

requirement.  Mr. Lynch asked if the building could be constructed at the same level as the 

sidewalk with a crawl space underneath if it were for a tenant other than 7-Eleven which 

requires a drive-up entrance.  Dietz responded that it is possible to do this, but the building 

would have to be raised so it would be much higher and may overshadow Barth’s Market.  

Ms. Gruel asked if the building could be redesigned to more closely comply with the 

streetscape elements of the Design Standards.   This would be costly and the site still has the 

issue of the flood plain.  The design is a compromise and does not meet all of the Design 

Standards.  If Mr. Palus can raise the building up and reconfigure the store, Mr. Dietz said he 

can redesign it.  The signage across the front of the store is still not proportionally related to 

the signage band, but this is what 7-Eleven wants.  While it may conform to the sign 

requirements, it does not necessarily comply with the Design Standards.  The monument sign 

is illuminated internally and the front sign gives the building identity.  The blade sign concept 

was suggested by the Borough professionals as an architectural element not just as an 

advertising feature.   

 

The Board asked additional questions about the signs.  The site has no other signs other than 

what is shown on the plans.  The Board does not want to see banner signs on the site.  If the 

store were redesigned to have a front entrance, the sign package would probably change.  The 

blade sign on South St. could be removed and replaced with an awning, but the sign on the 

tower makes it an architectural feature. 

 

Mr. Dietz has designed other 7-Elevens but not recently and not in a downtown area.  Mr. 

Dietz pulled key features from the 7-Eleven in Montville within proportion to this site 

including the tower and blade sign.  However, the signage is different and the building does 

not have a clock tower or hip roof.    

 

The hearing was opened to questions from the public.  Alan Zark, an attorney representing 64 

South Street, asked several questions about the entrance.  The entrance to the 7-Eleven faces 

the parking lot and there is nothing difficult in entering or exiting the store.  The parking 
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spaces are 5’ to 10 ‘from the door which is 40’ from South Street.  An entrance on South 

Street would be equally pedestrian and vehicular friendly.   

 

Nicholas Verderese, Dynamic Traffic, was sworn in and presented his credentials as a 

licensed professional civil engineer and certified traffic engineer and transportation planner.  

Mr. Verderese was accepted as an expert in transportation engineering.  Mr. Verderese visited 

the site to get an inventory of existing roadways, speed, driveways and intersections; 

collected traffic data; estimated traffic for the site; and conducted capacity and gap analyses. 

 

The traffic counts were redone from the original study in August 2012.  New counts were 

done on Thursday, January 10, 2013, and Saturday, January 12, 2013. Based on the traffic 

counts, the highest peak hours are 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. on 

weekdays and 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturday.  The Traffic Impact Study, revised on 

May 2, 2013, was marked as Exhibit A-14, May 14, 2013.     

 

Mr. Verderese looked at the driveways near the site including the four-legged intersections at 

the Village Shopping Center and at Provident Bank opposite South Street Market and the 

driveway at NP Fuel across the street since it’s the driveway closest to the middle driveway 

(egress) on the site.  The capacity analysis was done using The Highway Capacity Manual 

2010 by the Transportation Research Board. The traffic counts were run through the Highway 

Capacity Software 2010 to determine the average delays at stop-controlled intersections.  Mr. 

Verderese testified that main streets do not have a capacity delay on right turns:  The delay 

occurs with left turns.  At the Village Shopping Center intersection, the northbound and 

southbound left-turn movements from South Street operate at “A” levels of service (less than 

a 10-second delay).  Left turns out of the shopping center during the weekday afternoon/early 

evening and Saturday peak traffic hours operate at “F” levels of service (more than a 50-

second delay).  The average delay to make a left-turn out of the shopping center during the 

weekday afternoon/early evening peak is 200 seconds and 100 seconds on Saturday.  The 

inbound operation at the 7-Eleven operates at an “A” level of service.  At the four-legged 

intersection at the bank (southern driveway of the site opposite South Street Market) there is 

one failing level of service (Saturday peak) where it takes 52 seconds to make a left turn out 

of the bank driveway.    The level of service to turn left out of South Street Market operates at 

“D” (25.1 to 35 seconds) and “E” (35.1 to 50 seconds) levels during the morning, afternoon 

and Saturday peak traffic hours.   

 

Mr. Verderese calculated future traffic volumes for No Build and Build conditions.  A 2% 

growth rate was used to calculate future traffic.  Mr. Verderese stated that the Borough does 

not expect any new buildings in the vicinity that would increase future traffic.  He believes 

the Continuing Care Retirement Community and Foley Square developments are far enough 

away that they will not have an impact.  However, 20,000 SF of The Village Shopping Center 

is unoccupied so trip generation estimates were done for the unoccupied space.  Full 

occupancy would generate 600 trips in the afternoon/early evening peak.  Mr. Verderese 
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noted that it is difficult to compare unoccupied versus occupied trip generation for the 

shopping center because other shoppers such as those shopping in the stores on South Street 

use the lot at The Village Shopping Center.  In addition, the main entrance to The Village 

Shopping Center is on Springfield Avenue.  The calculation for future traffic is based on the 

estimate that approximately 30% of the traffic will use the driveway on South Street 

representing six additional trips during the morning peak, 24 during the afternoon/early 

evening peak and 33 during the Saturday peak.    

 

Trip generation estimates were also completed for the 7-Eleven using Institute of 

Transportation Engineers (ITE) data for a convenience market.  Based on ITE data, 100 

vehicles would enter/exit the 7-Eleven site during the morning peak, 80 during the afternoon 

peak and 116 during the Saturday peak.  Mr. Verderese counted the number of vehicles at the 

7-Eleven in Summit using both driveways for comparison purposes and found that there were 

90 trips during the morning peak which is close to the ITE estimate and 60 to 65 trips during 

the afternoon peak, 20% less than the ITE estimate.  He did not count on Saturday but 

believes the ITE estimates are pretty close to the actual numbers.  Mr. Verderese also counted 

the number of vehicles at South Street Market which is similar to 7-Eleven.  Thirty vehicles 

(approximately 30% of the ITE estimate) entered/exited the site during the morning peak, 29 

(approximately 30% of the ITE estimate) entered/exited the site during the afternoon/early 

evening peak and 23 (approximately 20% of the ITE estimate) entered/exited the site during 

the Saturday peak.    

 

Mr. Verderese testified that not all of the traffic for 7-Eleven is newly generated since it is not 

a destination.  Approximately 60% is pass-by traffic that is already on South Street and the 

driver decides to stop to go in to 7-Eleven.  Only 40% may be new traffic on South Street 

with 7-Eleven as the driver’s destination.  Mr. Verderese stated that the new traffic won’t be 

noticed because it is already there.   

 

The Board asked if levels of service would drop with the new traffic.  Mr. Verderese 

responded that turning movements off of the site will be impacted with the new traffic.  The 

on-street parking on South Street does not affect the traffic capacity.  It can affect the site 

distances but this is not the case.   

 

Mr. Jahr, traffic consultant from Maser Consultants, commented on the traffic impact study 

stating that the distribution of traffic on South Street is 50/50 with 600-700 cars going north 

and the same number going south.  Traffic into the site is similar coming from the north and 

south.  Mr. Jahr noted that The Village Shopping Center counts have an imbalance.  Mr. 

Verderese stated that traffic heading east/west out of the shopping center generally uses the 

entrance/exit on Springfield Avenue while north/south-bound traffic uses the South Street 

driveway.  Because Mr. Jahr was providing testimony, he was sworn in and presented his 

credentials as a civil engineer and traffic consultant.  Mr. Jahr believes that the traffic study 
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regarding the levels of service for left turns at the two driveways is accurate (p.4 of the 

Traffic Impact Study). 

 

Mr. Galluccio commented that left turns onto South Street are going to be difficult and 

dangerous especially if cars are parked on South Street.  In the early evening, it is already 

difficult to make a right turn onto South Street let alone a left turn.  The Board also 

commented that the traffic counts do not include the pedestrian traffic.  Mr. Verderese did not 

do a formal count of pedestrian traffic but used an estimate stating that it had little or no 

change on the driveway service.  The pedestrian traffic is mostly from Barth’s to Springfield 

Avenue.  Mr. Keane noted that there may have been fewer pedestrians on the day the traffic 

count was done because of freshman orientation.  The Board believes there are more 

pedestrians in the spring and fall when it is warmer.  The Board discussed whether the peak 

traffic hours are really the peak hours and asked if the counts should have been done in 

December.  Mr. Verderese responded that traffic in December is not usually analyzed because 

it is not indicative of the norm.  Mr. Verderese is comfortable with the January data.  He is 

also comfortable with mid-day Saturday as the highest peak traffic rather than early morning 

because retail businesses’ Saturday peak is mid-day.  The Board again expressed concerned 

that because of a lot of factors, the real peak traffic hours are not known.  Mr. Verderese 

stated that Mondays and Fridays are not “normal” days, therefore, they are not used in traffic 

analyses adding that there are definite delays exiting The Village Shopping Center in January 

but the study shows that vehicles will be able to exit safely and efficiently.   

 

Mr. Verderese testified about the capacity analysis for the No Build and Build conditions.  

The No Build traffic volumes assume a 2% increase in traffic and the additional 20% 

occupancy at The Village Shopping Center.  The Build traffic volumes also include the site-

generated traffic volume.  The driveway at The Village Shopping Center already operates at a 

failing level.  Building will result in significant delays and failing levels of service for left 

turns out of the shopping center and motorists could wait 12 minutes to make a left turn onto 

South Street during the Saturday peak traffic period.  Turning left into the site from South 

Street will have a good level of service (“B”) as will turning left into the shopping center.  

Turning left out of the bank driveway opposite South Street Market will be at “B” and “C” 

levels of service.  The level of service for a left turn out of the middle driveway is at an “F” 

level during the weekday morning and Saturday peaks and at an “E” level with delays of 50 

seconds during the afternoon/early evening peak.   

 

The color Site Plan Rendering dated May 13, 2013, was marked as Exhibit A-15, May 14, 

2013.  This was submitted to the Board ten days prior to the hearing.  The middle driveway, 

previously a single lane, has been modified to provide right- and left-turn lanes to reduce the 

queuing of vehicles on the site.  The center driveway was added at the county’s 

recommendation since the northern driveway is directly opposite the driveway for The 

Village Shopping Center.   
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Mr. Verderese testified that traffic on South Street is not random because the traffic signal at 

the intersection of Springfield Avenue causes traffic to platoon as traffic stops in each 

direction at the signal.  The traffic signal at Central Avenue and South Street also causes 

traffic to platoon.  When the traffic signal changes, this creates opportunities for vehicles to 

exit the site. 

 

The applicant completed a gap analysis to see if there are enough gaps in the traffic to allow 

vehicles to exit the site.  Gap analyses show how the traffic flows in “real life” with an 

acceptable gap being 7.5 seconds for a vehicle to make a left turn from a stop condition 

according to the Highway Capacity Manual and 11 seconds if there is another vehicle behind 

the first.  Gap counts were done in late February and early March for the three peak traffic 

periods. Based on the gap counts, 73 vehicles can safely and efficiently make a left turn out 

the site when only 50 gaps are needed.  Thirty one of the gaps are one-vehicle gaps and 17 are 

two-vehicle gaps.  The gap analyses shows 50% more gaps than are required during the 

morning peak. 

 

The Board noted that the levels of service for left turns decrease between the No Build and 

Build conditions (Table VII of the Traffic Impact Study) and is concerned that while there are 

73 gaps during the morning peak, the length of time of the gaps is what is important.  Mr. 

Jahr suggested that the applicant consider preparing a traffic simulation so that the Board can 

see how the traffic flows.  Mr. Tuvel said he would discuss this with the applicant.  

 

Mr. Tuvel asked the Board if there were any other issues that the traffic engineer should look 

into.  Mr. Niehoff suggested that the applicant might look into having one egress at the 

southern driveway by the bank even though the middle driveway was added based on the 

county’s recommendation.   

 

The hearing will be carried to June 4, 2013.  No further notice is required or will be given.  

The applicant granted the Board an extension of time to act.   

 

F. OTHER BUSINESS 

 

No other business. 

 

G. MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 

 

No miscellaneous business.   

 

H. EXECUTIVE SESSION 

 

No Executive Session 
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I. MINUTES 

 

Mr. Galluccio moved to approve the minutes of May 7, 2013, as submitted.  Mr. Henn 

seconded the motion.  The minutes were approved.     

 

J. ADJOURNMENT 

 

Mr. Galluccio moved and Mr. Henn seconded the motion to adjourn.  The meeting was 

adjourned at 11:12 p.m.   

  

Respectfully submitted, 

Margaret Koontz 

Planning Board Secretary 

 


